How to stop inflation

stop catching up
no increases of any kind for 90 days
Hardship - yes - otherwise disaster for everyone
Have no cuts in the value of our money
report the decreases in the value of our money instead of "inflation"
decrease in cents per dollar
Report for public use
wage increase - in terms of decrease in the $ paid for wages
price increases - "" value of $ required
do not add a govt bureau. shift from some troublesome worthless data
to this. have the same people handle it.
go without some things if we must

lead a movement
when directions are unclear that is time for a thrust
The problems right now are better under our guns than any other
Inflation offsetters

actually address the problems
decide exactly what we want to do
provide knowledge, creativity, judgement to that
apply them in a plan that provides deep rather than surface treatment
dig deep for knowledge dont be evaluating knowl as it surfaces
real creativity - no judging or stopping

List a lot of things to do

Realism acceptint the cold hard facts
Inflation never has and never will go away
We think were intelligent reason motivated decision makers still
our company and country leadership still talks about inflation
"going away" Never!
Va has caused some different things to be done - examples
can VA now spearhead making inflation for the first time in history
"go away"?
What can we do?
    Teach facts
teach steps of action
get support onto bandwagon
normally each man makes decisions from "here to there". In va go
back to what's basically important and make decisions from there.
use it all